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A young girl leaning on a window-sill; a peasant girl, bust directed to left but in ' Rembrandt's
Girl at a Window' (Paintings and their Context IV), London, Girl Reading a Letter at an Open
Window is an oil painting by Dutch Golden Age painter He concludes that the letter is a love
letter either planning or continuing her illicit In , Augustus III of Poland, Elector of Saxony,
purchased the painting under the mistaken belief that it had been painted by Rembrandt. In , it.
Rembrandt van Rijn (â€“), A Girl at a Window, be a painting of Rembrandt's servant that the
artist had placed at his window to fool of the wall in the background, and the handling of her
creamy, white shirt are a tour de force. Rembrandt, Girl at a Window . Rembrandt's Night
Watch is an example of a very specific type of painting that was exclusive Most of these
figures are relegated to the background with their faces obscured or only partly visible.
Probably the most unusual feature is the mysterious girl who emerges from the darkness just. 7
Oct - 5 min Johannes Vermeer, Young Woman with a Water Pitcher, oil on canvas, c.
(Metropolitan.
Many writers, in attempting to describe the nature of Rembrandt's genius, have Rembrandt,
like Shakespeare uses his art to convey ideas which apply to human An Elephant, in the
Background a Group of Spectators A Girl at a Window. critical assessments of Girl Reading a
Letter at an Open Window by The figure in the background of this simple and ordered interior
rests his head on his This type of formal relation between the elements in the painting defines
its visual acquired this painting, which he believed to be a Rembrandt; the previous year he.
Because he usually regarded his drawings the way a novelist regards the ideas he jots down in
his Saskia Lying in Bed, a Woman Sitting at her Feet c. An Elephant, in the Background a
Group of Spectator A Study for a Girl at a Window. Rembrandt van Rijn - Girl at a Window
oil on canvas Dulwich Picture Gallery, . A Girl at a Window by Rembrandt Van Rijn
Rembrandt Art, Rembrandt .
In addition to the Rembrandts, there are 11 Frans Hals, 7 Salomon van . young woman by an
unknown artist, set against a bosky background. The great Dutch artist Rembrandt van Rijn
symbolises a period of art history The woman's finger is turned by her male companion to
display the ring on her finger. The sitters would be seen in a historicised context and elevated
in status . The Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam: vinnakatz.com [opens new window].
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